
Geography Department Intent Plan 
The Joseph Whitaker Geography Department aims for its students: 
✓ To inspire curiosity about the world and provide opportunities for students to acquire cultural capital 
✓ To prepare them with understanding and knowledge of places from the local to global so that they develop a 

strong sense of ‘place’ 
✓ To foster a range of geographical skills and to provide opportunities to apply these skills with experiences of 

fieldwork enquiries 
✓ To create a climate of learning for all that stretches students of all abilities regardless of their barriers to learning 
✓ To develop understanding of human and physical geographical processes 
✓ To ensure our students are informed who understand how their lives are inter-connected with others and how 

different environments are linked 

✓ To develop sustainable citizens of the future that understand their contribution to and responsibility for their 
locality, their country and the global community 

 
 Contextual world knowledge of locations, places 

and geographical features. 

Understanding conditions, processes and interactions that 

explain geographical features, distribution patterns, and 

changes over time and space. 

Competence in geographical enquiry, and the application of 

skills in observing, collecting, analysing, evaluating and 

communicating geographical information. 

National 

Curricul

um 

Links 

Have extensive knowledge relating to a wide range 

of places, environments and features at a variety 

of scales, extending from local to global. 

Understand the physical and human conditions and processes 

which lead to the development of, and change in, a variety of 

geographical features, systems and places. They can explain 

various ways in which places are linked and the impact such links 

have on people and environments. They can make connections 

between different geographical phenomena they have studied. 

Be able with increasing independence to choose and use a wide 

range of data to help investigate, interpret, make judgements 

and draw conclusions about geographical questions, issues and 

problems, and express and engage with different points of view 

about these. 

Links to 
GCSE / 
A Level 

AO1 Know geographical material & demonstrate 
knowledge of locations, places, processes, 
environments and different scales. 

AO2 Think like a geographer 
Demonstrate geographical understanding of concepts and how 
they are used in relation to places, environments and processes, 
and the inter-relationships between places, environments and 
processes. 25% 

AO3 Applying geography 
Apply knowledge and understanding to interpret, analyse and 
evaluate geographical information and issues. 25% 
AO4 Study like a geographer 
Select, adapt and use a variety of skills and techniques to 
investigate questions and issues and communicate findings and 
to make judgements.  

 

Rationale for Year 7 

• To develop students’ understanding of their places – 
local, regional, national. 

• To develop skills – map skills, cartography, climate 
graphs, choropleth, population pyramids 

• Cause/effect/response to extreme weather & 
differences between HICs v LICs 

 

Rationale for Year 8 

• To develop students’ understanding of their places – local, 
regional, national, international. 

• To develop skills – map skills, GIS, climate graphs, population 
pyramids, decision-making, field sketch 

• Natural processes and landform creation 

• Human processes – migration, economic development 

• Sustainability – deforestation & climate change, plastic 
problem, urban living 

Rationale for Year 9 

• To develop students’ understanding of their places – local, 
regional, national, international. 

• To develop skills – map skills, GIS, climate graphs, 
population pyramids, decision-making, proportional shapes 

• Inequalities between different countries and reasons for the 
inequalities 

• Global issues 

• Physical processes and cause/effect/responses 
 



Through our rich and varied curriculum at KS3 we want to build on our students’ geographical experiences and skills developed from KS2 to instil a passion for geography and to pique their interest in 
the world beyond their local area.  This would be coupled with a desire for as many students as possible have the skills, knowledge and confidence to continue studying geography into KS4 and KS5.  
The concepts that underpin our KS3 curriculum (highlighted below) are prevalent throughout the KS1-KS5 geography curriculum in the UK and help to deliver a comprehensive 7-year geography 
curriculum at The Joseph Whitaker School.  Each topic below highlights where each concept is predominant. 

Place Systems Sustainability Inequality 

Development Globalisation Interdependence Risk 

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 
Introduction to the UK 
Place  Systems  Sustainability Interdependence 
 

• Human features 

• Physical features 

• Climates – climate graph 

• Population – choropleth map 

• Tourism 

• River landscapes 

• Revision A3 and Test 

 

Water World - Oceans & Coasts 
Place      Systems     Sustainability     Interdependence 

 

• Location of oceans 

• Threats to oceans 

• Protection of oceans - assessment 

• Processes – link back to rivers Y7 

• Landforms of erosion – field sketch 

• Landforms of deposition 

• Coastal management – hard/soft – link back to rivers/flooding 

• Decision making exercise 

• OS map skills – link back to Y7 map skills 

Tectonics 
Place Systems Risk Development Inequality  Globalisation 
 

• Structure of the Earth 

• Plate boundaries 

• LIC Case study – EQ - Haiti 

• HIC case study – Japan tsunami* could do as multiple 
hazards? Link back to extreme weather 

• Volcanoes – Montserrat case study 

• Why people live near volcanoes / Mitigation  

• DME – Montserrat – write up 
 

Weather and Climate 
Place        Systems    Risk   Development    Inequality 
 

• Hurricanes – Sandy 2012/Irma 2017 – USA Vs 
Caribbean 

• Tornadoes – mapping and effects 

• Beast from the East 2018 

• Heatwaves UK June/July 2018 

• Impacts of Climate Change 

• Test 

Bem vindo ao Brasil 
Place Systems Sustainability Interdependence Development 
 

• Human / Physical features – link to UK Y7 

• Rainforests including climate graphs – link to w&c 

• Deforestation – including pie charts 

• Deforestation – climate change 

• Population pyramids 

• Migration (push/pull factors) 

• Sustainable cities - Curitiba 

• Tourism in Brazil – link back to Y7 UK work 

Africa – It’s Not a Country! 
Place Systems Development  Inequality  Globalisation 
 

• Challenging Stereotypes - Factfulness 

• Biomes – including Deserts (climate graph) link to 
rainforests  

• HDI & indicators & quality of life – Gapminder & Dollar 
Street 

• Mapping disease – choropleth maps / GIS 

• Infectious Diseases – malaria/Ebola 
Kenya  Case Study 

• Development level & Population pyramids – link to Y8 

• Urbanisation – issues – shanty towns – Kibera 

• DME - Shanty Towns in Africa 

Crime & Local Enquiry 
Place  Inequality   Risk 
 

• What is crime? Categorising crime 

• Where does crime occur? Mapping crime - GIS 

• Why does crime occur?  

• Effects of crime-social/economic/environmental 

• Reducing crime in my local area - GIS – mapping 

• Map skills – direction, symbols, grid references, 
distance, scale 

Local area crime & EQA 

• Setting/planning a local enquiry & field report 

Climate Change 
Sustainability     Place    Systems      Risk  Interdependence 

 

• Evidence for Climate Change – interpreting graphs 

• Natural causes of climate change 

• Anthropogenic causes of climate change 

• Is global warming happening? – debate 

• Effects of global climate change – link to Y7 weather & Y8 Brazil 
rainforests 

• Maldives Case Study 

• Mitigating climate change 

• Microclimate study (AO3).  

GCSE COLD ENVIRONMENTS to finish Y9 
Place      Systems     Sustainability    Globalisation 

 

• Features of cold environments – link to deserts/rainforests 

• Challenges of Cold Environments – Svalbard 

• Opportunities of Cold Environments – Svalbard 

• Threats to Cold Environments – Alaska 

• Protection of Cold Environments 



 


